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What is architecture?



10  minutes

What is architecture?

In groups discuss the perceived meaning 
of “architecture” in our technical and 

business domains.

Buzzwords
Benefits / motivations

Examples and counter-examples?



What is architecture?

Architecture

Requirements

Design Blueprint

Best PracticeStructure

Functional

Non-
functional



Grady Booch

What is design?

As a noun, design is the named 
structure or behaviour of a system 
whose presence resolves ... a force 

on that system.
A design thus represents one point 

in a potential decision space.



Grady Booch

What is design?

All architecture is design, but not 
all design is architecture.

Architecture represents the 
significant decisions, where 

significance is measured by cost of 
change.



5 minutes

What types of architecture?

In groups consider the various types of 
architecture you’ve heard of.

Organisational level
Responsibilities

Day-to-day activities



What types of architecture?
Application
Business
Data
Enterprise
Hardware
Information
Infrastructure
Network
Platform

Performance
Security
Software
Solution
System
Technical
Technology
Web
...



Application architecture

Application

Function Design Patterns

Software Team



System

Application 1

Application N

System architecture

Heterogeneity Hardware

Integration Legacy Systems



Enterprise

System 1

Application 1

Application N

System N

Application 1

Application N

Enterprise architecture

Business 
Process

Technical 
Strategy

Integration
(EAI) Consistency



Architecture

Architecture is simply the 
deliberate and considered 
resolution of significant 

problems



The role of an 
architect



10  minutes

The role of an architect

In groups draw up an organisation chart 
to describe the structure of a small team 

comprising:

Project Manager
Senior Developer
Two Developers

Technical Architect



Architect as team leader

Project 
Manager

Architect

Senior 
Developer

Developer Developer

...
Project management

...
Team leading

...
Developing



Architect and PM as peers

Project 
Manager Architect

Developer Developer

Senior 
Developer

...
Team leading

...
Project management

...
Functional requirements

Non-functional requirements
Structure and design
Fitness for purpose

Mentoring
Quality

Technical authority
Estimation and planning

Development process



Flat structure

Team 
Member 1

Team 
Member 2

Team 
Member 4

Team 
Member 5

Team 
Member 3

...
Functional requirements

Non-functional requirements
Structure and design
Fitness for purpose

Mentoring
Quality

Technical authority
Estimation and planning

Development process



The role of an architect
An architect brings together many aspects 
of software development:
Requirements gathering
Estimation and planning
Analysis and design
Coaching and mentoring
Quality assurance
Testing and deployment
Process and methodology

More than a team leader and lead 
developer role



The role of an architect
Has technical authority and responsibility 
for the solution
Ensures non-functional requirements are 
met along with functional requirements
Decomposes the solution into subsystems 
to ensure consistency at appropriate level
Helps define and apply best practice
Works with the PM to review estimates and 
cost and to track progress
Drives technical quality assurance



Architect is a role, not a rank

The architect role is more 
than being an experienced 
developer or designer - it’s 
also about quality assurance, 
mentoring and working with 

stakeholders.



Architecture in the 
software development  

lifecycle



TransitionConstructionElaboration

Architecture & RUP

Skills

Business Modelling

Requirements

Analysis & Design

Implementation

Test

Deployment

Configuration Management

Project Management

Environment

Inception



Architecture & RUP

Transition

Roll-out

Handover

Fire-fighting

Construction

Low-level design and 
development

Coaching, mentoring 
and technical 

assistance

Quality assurance

Testing and 
deployment

Estimation and project 
planning

Elaboration

Use case model or 
requirements 

catalogue

Software architecture 
document

Executable reference 
architecture

Definition of best 
practices

Estimation and project 
planning

Test and quality plans

Inception

Initial requirements 
capture

(functional and non-
functional)

Vision or project 
initiation document

Estimation and project 
planning



Skills

Business Modelling

Requirements

Analysis & Design

Implementation

Test

Deployment

Configuration Management

Project Management

Environment

Sprint 1 Sprint 2 Sprint 3

Architecture & Scrum



Architecture & process

The architect is involved in 
all phases of a project...

... not just analysis and 
design.



Architecture & process

Review!

Allow time for review
Delegate responsibility

We probably don’t do enough



What drives the 
architecture?



Architectural drivers

Requirements

Architecture

Constraints

Cost Skills

Technical 
strategyTimeFunctional

Non-
functional



Constraints



Constraints

Cost

Scope

Time

Cheap + Quickly = Feature-light

Feature-rich + Quickly = Expensive



Constraints

Quality

Scope

Cost Time



Constraints

Technology
(e.g. existing licenses, internal 

intellectual property, 
interoperability, maturity, open 
source policies/licenses, vendor 

“relationships”, etc)



Constraints

Resource/skills
(e.g. team size, lead time, future 

availability, training, specialists, etc)



Constraints
Other constraints
legal/compliance
strategic imperatives
existing systems
company politics
past failures
...

Often expressed as
technology constraints
non-functional requirements



Constraints

Constraints can drive the 
architecture more than the 

requirements.
“On time, on budget” is a 

good target.



Functional 
requirements



Functional requirements

Pay close attention
to the functional requirements!



Functional requirements

The functional requirements

are not always well 
defined.



Functional requirements

The functional requirements are 

not set in stone.



Non-functional 
requirements



Kevlin Henney

Non-functional requirements

How many elephants did you see at 
the zoo?

How many non-elephants?



5  minutes

Non-functional requirements

In groups think of the various “-ilities” 
you’ve encountered in software 

development.



Non-functional requirements
Accessibility
Auditability
Flexibility
Extensibility
Configurability
Testability
Repeatability
Interoperability
Availability
Scalability

Installability
Manageability
Supportability
Recoverability
Usability
Timeliness
Performance
Compliance
Security
...



Non-functional requirements

Specific
Measurable
Achievable
Relevant
Time-bound



Non-functional 
Requirements

Functional?

I18N

Supportability

Accessibility

Non-functional requirements

Testability

Performance

Interoperability

Security

Availability

Scalability



15  minutes

Non-functional requirements

In groups consider the example 
functional specification.

List some of the NFRs you would expect 
and how you might measure them.



Architectural drivers

Don’t blindly focus on code 
design; always ask what the 

major forces are on the 
system and how your 

architecture resolves them.



Architectural drivers

The architect helps ensure a 
complete set of 

requirements is captured...
...but probably doesn’t 

define them.



Architecture 
definition



Architecture definition

Why do you need to define 
the architecture?



Architecture definition

No defined
architecture

No defined
structure

Inconsistency 
within the 
code base

Quality 
problems

Lack of 
guidance for 

the team

No technical 
leadership

Project 
failure



Architecture definition

Every system has an 
architecture, but not every 

architecture is defined.



Architecture definition

What is an architecture 
definition?



Architecture definition

How much architecture 
do you need to define?



How much architecture?

You need to define 

“just enough” 
architecture.



Architecture definition
What do you do if you are faced with the 
following?

Complex non-functional requirements
Conflicting non-functional requirements
New and unfamiliar technologies
Integration with existing systems
A team you’ve never worked with
A vast array of technology and design choices
Tight deadlines



Architecture definition

You start defining the 
architecture



http://www.agilemodeling.com/essays/agileArchitecture.htm

Architecture definition

Agile Architecture;
base your architecture on 
requirements, travel light 

and prove your architecture 
with concrete experiments.



Architecture definition

Overall Architecture

Executable Reference Architecture



Architecture definition

Architecturally 
significant



10 minutes

Architecture definition

In groups consider the example 
functional specification.

What would you include in your 
executable reference architecture?



Software Architecture 
Document



Software architecture document

Software Architecture 
Document

Outline of major software 
components and their 

interactions

Common understanding of 
the principles used during 

design and 
implementation

Description of the 
hardware and software 
platforms on which the 

system is built and 
deployed

Explicit justification of 
how the non-functional 
requirements are met



Software architecture document

Architecture involves

more than one view
of the application or system.



Software architecture document

Software 
Architecture 
Document

Architectural 
principles and 

constraints

Functional 
view

Non-
functional 

view

Process view

Interface 
view

Technology 
selection

Logical view



Software architecture document

Software 
Architecture 
Document

Architectural 
principles and 

constraints

Functional 
view

Non-
functional 

view

Process view

Interface 
view

Technology 
selection

Logical view

Data viewJustification 
of the NFRs

Security viewAdministration 
view

Infrastructure 
view

Deployment 
view

Design view



30  minutes

Software architecture document

In groups consider the example 
requirements specification.

Draw up the logical view (including 
technologies) for a solution.



Revisiting the
role of a software 

architect



Software Development

Software Architecture

Hands-on software 
architect

A balance of the bigger picture 
and the low level detail.



Definition

Management of 
non-functional 
requirements

The role of a software architect

Delivery

Ownership of 
the bigger 

picture
Leadership

Coaching and 
mentoring

Quality 
assurance

Design, 
development 
and testing

Technology 
selection

Architecture 
definition

Architecture 
evaluation

Architecture 
collaboration

This is what we 
write about on our 

website...

www.codingthearchitecture.com

http://www.codingthearchitecture.com
http://www.codingthearchitecture.com


Discussion



Website
http://www.codingthearchitecture.com

Google Group
http://groups.google.com/codingthearchitecture


